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Experience Clean Air
Innovation - R&D at SEI
Providing value to our clients is the key to SEI success.
Much of that value comes from the fact that SEI engages
in active research and development. Whether we are
designing a small, less intrusive dry ESP, improving
the state-of-the-art Wet ESP, or enhancing our longer
bag technology with baghouses, SEI continues to be
on the cutting edge of its field.

SEI’s technical staff is often asked how we can
accomplish a particular emission goal when others
cannot. The answer is simple, we spend more time and
money developing new and alternative methods that
provide lower cost engineered solutions for our clients;
whereas those we are being compared to are relying
on old data, rules of thumb and 50 year old standards.
The world changes daily and SEI is committed to being
a force impacting that change.
Component technologies improve every year and SEI
coordinates those technologies to develop pollution
control equipment that functions at a lower cost and
higher efficiency than its competitors. The key to
this success is diligence: Daily, weekly, and monthly
diligence, attention to detail and the investment of
capital and brain power to develop better solutions that
bring value to our clients.

What is
desirable
to users?

SEI
INNOVATION
What is
possible with
technology?

What is
viable in the
marketplace?

SEI’s technological advantages are proven in
numerous full scale applications. SEI’s research and
development efforts transcend into the real world each
and every day.

PULP MILLS NEED ADVANCED SYNERGY SEI ESPS
Pulping clients that are trying to
rebuild, upgrade or obtain more
efficiency out of their Black Liquor
Recovery Boiler ESP should
consider SEI’s S3-a Synergy ESP
design. The design collects more
particulate, with less specific
collecting area at a lower cost
than conventional
electrostatic

precipitators. No long–term plan for
a Recovery ESP is complete without
considering SEI’s advanced design.
This ESP takes advantage of SEI
proprietary design techniques along
with application principles that have
been applied at full scale. Given
the capital that Pulp Mills invest in
their Recovery Boilers and ESPs to

maintain pulping operations, each
mill should consider this ESP design
if they are planning for the next 25
years of their equipment’s life span.
Our technical paper is available on
the web at southernenvironmental.
com.

WELCOME DANIEL VIVAR TO THE SEI TEAM
SEI continues to expand beyond
its US borders.
Southern Environmental completed
an ESP upgrade project in Argentina
in 2013 as well as starting up a new
ESP installation in Canada.
In order to continue development of
projects south of the United States,
SEI has added a new engineer to
our staff - Daniel Vivar. Mr. Vivar
is a mechanical engineer from
Mexico who will work with Director
of Business Development, Charles
Hayes, to bring SEI innovation to
Mexico, Central and South America.
Mr. Vivar is a native of Mexico, serving
in the air pollution control market

for more than 20 years. The vast
majority of his experience is centered
on particulate control systems with
a heavy emphasis in baghouse
systems.
Combined with Mr. Hayes’ 45 years of
North American industry experience,
we believe this team will create value
for SEI and our customers throughout
the Latin American markets.
Charles Hayes
Office: (214) 509-9024
E-mail: CHayes@sei-group.com
Daniel Vivar
Office: (850) 941-3039
E-mail: DVivar@sei-group.com

SEI PARTICIPATION AT THE WATER RESEARCH CENTER
SEI is proud to announce that
it has its Membrane WESP
installed in a horizontal flow
configuration at the Water
Research Center located at
Georgia Power’s Plant Bowen.
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The pilot unit will demonstrate
how SEI’s WESP uses a
unique fabric membrane as
the collecting electrodes. The
membranes are continuously
and uniformly irrigated with
water to promote efficient
capture of fine particulate
(PM2.5) and acid gases, such
as SO3 mist.

The water also lowers the flue
gas temperature, promoting
condensation that leads to the
recovery of moisture from the
flue gas.

GRAND RIVER DAM AUTHORITY
AWARDS SEI NEW BAGHOUSE PROJECT
At the end of 2013, GRDA awarded
SEI with a project to replace its
existing ESP with a new Baghouse.
The project will include demolition
of the existing system, engineering,
supply and construction of the new
system in the same location.
Interestingly, SEI’s construction
approach on this project follows
closely the approach that was
employed so successfully on a
comparable project at the Hoosier
Merom station.
SEI will perform both physical and
CFD model studies on the system
to ensure efficient and uniform gas
flow. As many people are aware,

SEI routinely employs exhaustive
gas distribution modeling for all of
its particulate and acid gas control
solutions.

Well managed gas distribution is
essential to treating polluted gas
streams effectively, and enabling
the pollution control equipment
to function at its best for longer
durations.
Solid engineering and construction
planning is the key to success.
SEI appreciates the confidence
GRDA has placed in our company
and looks forward to executing
this project for them.

2013
UTILITY PROJECTS $130 MILLION AND GROWING
SEI is proud to announce that eight creation of innovative ideas for each of these skills together or
utilities awarded SEI major ESP
and baghouse projects in 2013.
SEI’s focus on particulate control,
coupled with its fabrication and
construction divisions continue
to bring value to its clients in this
market.
Over 40 years of engineering,
specialty
construction
and
fabrication experience, enables

executing projects.
The utility
market has recognized this and
continues to award SEI high profile
projects during this period of MATS
compliance.

The projects awarded to SEI are
a combination of engineer and
supply, turnkey efforts, and several
construction only projects. SEI’s
diversity in staff enables it to roll

S3 AND THE BUILDING PRODUCTS MARKET
SEI completed two installations
of its Synergy [S3] designed ESP
for biomass applications in the
building products market in 2013.
SEI’s Synergy design deploys high
frequency power supplies, wide
plate spacing and the Elex electrode
to create an ESP that out-performs
its peers on all levels, either by
enabling a smaller footprint, or by
producing better performance in
the same footprint. The secret is in
the attention to engineering detail.

SEI’s retrofit experience is perfectly
suited for this market as we
upgrade existing ESPs or retrofit
new ESPs into existing facilities.
SEI has the experience, data and
know-how to create value for our
clients who manufacture building
products. Once you combine SEI’s
ability to self-perform complete
project engineering, fabrication
and construction services, then you
have a turnkey solution available
that not only reduces risk but
creates value.

deploy them individually, based on
the customer’s need.
Innovative need is where SEI brings
value.
Projects which provide
equipment, performance, schedule
or construction challenges are prime
opportunities to take advantage of
SEI innovation.

6690 West Nine Mile Road
Pensacola, FL 32526
Phone: 850-944-4475
www.southernenvironmental.com

SEI Core Values
Our customers are the reason
that we are in business and
their satisfaction is key to
our success. We must strive
to understand each of our
customer’s concerns and give
our best efforts to resolve
them to the customer’s
satisfaction.
We will work in partnership
with our customers toward our
common goal of a successful
project that is completed on
time and within budget and
meets all operational and
environmental requirements.
We count on our vendors and
sub-contractors to contribute
to our success. We will treat
them fairly and honestly so
that we may cultivate long
term relationships. We expect
the same from them.
Our company is only as
good as its people.
We
must all maintain a positive
attitude; work hard and work
smart; treat each other, our
customers and our vendors
with respect; and do so with
integrity.
Doing what is right, even
when it does not reap short
term benefits, is necessary to
achieve long term success.

INNOVATION

What is innovation, and why does it
matter? Companies, like people who
are forward thinking, look at WHAT CAN
BE not WHAT WAS. Since the dawn of
time, innovation has
separated winners
from losers... those
that excel versus
those
that
lag
behind.
In today’s business
environment,
it
is
important
for
Managers,
CEOs,
and
front
line
personnel to think
beyond the task. I
once read a parable
that talks about an individual who walked
up to a logger who was working hard but
not making much progress. The interloper
suggested that the logger borrow his chain
saw. The logger replied that he did not
have time to look at any new things today,
he was busy trying to get this log cut.

Many times we take this same approach
with life and business. We discount what
we do not understand or have not heard
of before. All true progress, whether it be
innovative air pollution control technology,
construction ideas or business models, is

achieved by bold thinkers who strive for
excellence in their decision making roles.
We should strive to think beyond the next
30 days. We should embolden our teams
to be creative and
empower them to
reach beyond their
normal grasp.
Today’s
business
climate has never
been more exciting.
Te c h n o l o g i c a l
advances continue
to grow at an
exponential
rate.
Young
minds
embody new ideas
and old companies
with
innovative
mindsets
combine
sound, stable and mature technology
to accomplish a significant bump in
effectiveness.
Southern Environmental, Inc. is one of
the most innovative particulate control
companies in North America. We are
vertically integrated and set the bar high
when it comes to system performance.
We encourage our customers to set the
bar high as well.

Michael R. Johnson
Director

